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Use your own force of gravity to pass, seemingly impassable levels! This is a real hardcore for fans of difficult levels and true
competition. You will go through each of t 5d3b920ae0
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Isnt the best game out there to spend your money on, got discount, bought it, waste of money. Nice littel platformer. I got a 33%
discount for completing a badge. Glad i did, i might have missed a nice game. You are indirectly controlling the guy in-game.
To get him somewhere you need to change gravity. I played the first 8 levels and took me around 50 minutes including the
collection of stars that are in each level. The music does fit well for that game and i liked to hear the different songs. Only
negative point is that i had to use the soundcontrol of my OS to make the music less loud. I would not recommend this game to
someone how as not the time or calmness to die often.. I kinda like the "physics" stuff. But the acceleration feels a bit weird.
Especially the fact it accelerates quite fast to a maximum speed in a direction and then it accelerates no longer. The controls
being pretty hard is of course the point there, but I didn't like it much. The music is plain atrocious, at least most of it. I'm not a
huge fan of electronic music and the music used in this game only made me even more enraged when I was failing to complete
the level with a star repeatedly. I wanted to abstain from (not) recommending this game and keep it at neutral, but it is clearly
not an option here on Steam, so I rate it negative. It is not a clear "no" for me, and if you get a 75% OFF coupon like I did, it
might be worth the few cents. I wouldn't pay a full euro / dollar for the game though, as you can see, I spent less than a full hour
on it and I am not sure if I plan to get back to playing it anytime soon. Also there are no achievements implemented to give you
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at least some more feeling of accomplishment when you finally go through all the treacherous levels.. I do like hard games but
this game is very basic and has no real musle memory pattern to it sometimes i complete levels by shear Luck. I could just be
bad but i dont like playing games when im playing with my luck. You can find games just like this for free online for the same
expernces.. got 90% discount, paid 11 cents. Plz refund.. Nice littel platformer. I got a 33% discount for completing a badge.
Glad i did, i might have missed a nice game. You are indirectly controlling the guy in-game. To get him somewhere you need to
change gravity. I played the first 8 levels and took me around 50 minutes including the collection of stars that are in each level.
The music does fit well for that game and i liked to hear the different songs. Only negative point is that i had to use the
soundcontrol of my OS to make the music less loud. I would not recommend this game to someone how as not the time or
calmness to die often.. So i got a 90% discount on this and just saw the reviews with "Very positive" so i was just like
"Sure",and as soon as i started playing i regreted my decision, it had obnoxious dubstep music which can be turned off but you
are left with NOTHING, the game is hard only because the controls are absolute garbage,i went back to look at the reviews for
this game and im preety sure they are alternate accounts from the developer,you can see that they all have the smae typos they
all mistake the stars for coins and etc. Overall the game is complete garbage and the developer is even worst for writing fake
reviews.. I do like hard games but this game is very basic and has no real musle memory pattern to it sometimes i complete
levels by shear Luck. I could just be bad but i dont like playing games when im playing with my luck. You can find games just
like this for free online for the same expernces.
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